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SQUIRES MODEL & CRAFT TOOLS
TWEEZERS

TWEEZERS No 7L with narrow finely ground angled points for delicate handling and positioning, length 155mm.

A range of good quality stainless steel tweezers for the delicate
handling and positioning of small components.

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
TW007L Tweezers No 7L................................................... £4.99

TWEEZERS AA general purpose tweezers with finely ground
points, length 125mm.

TWEEZER No 58 general purpose self-closing tweezer with strong
curved points, length 115mm.

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
TW0040 Tweezers AA........................................................ £2.79

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
TW0058 Tweezers No 58................................................... £2.99

TWEEZERS MM general purpose tweezers with finely ground
points, length 125mm.

TWEEZER No 59 general purpose self-closing tweezer with strong
points, length 115mm.

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
TW0045 Tweezers MM....................................................... £2.79

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
TW0059 Tweezers No 59................................................... £2.99

TWEEZERS SS long narrow tweezers for delicate positioning with
finely ground points, length 135mm.

TWEEZERS FLAT with flat spade ends for delicate handling and
positioning of thin stock, length 115mm.

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
TW0010 Tweezers SS........................................................ £3.50
CODE
TYPE
PRICE
TW049F Tweezers Flat 115mm.......................................... £2.79

TWEEZERS No 2A general purpose tweezers with rounded flat
points for general handling, length 120mm.

STAINLESS STEEL TWEEZER SET a set of 4 stainless steel
tweezers for general purpose applications.

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
TW002A Tweezers No 2A................................................... £2.79

Type
Straight
Curved
Flat
Self-grip

TWEEZERS No 3 general purpose tweezers with fine points for
delicate handling, length 120mm.

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
TW0050 Tweezers No 3..................................................... £2.79

Length
114mm
120mm
105mm
114mm

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
TWS090 Tweezer Set of 4.................................................. £5.99

TWEEZER No 5 with narrow finely ground points for delicate handling and positioning, length 120mm.

TWEEZERS WITH FIBRE GRIPS stainless steel tweezers with
lightly serrated jaws and fibre grips. The tweezers are ideal for
general work and soldering operations, length 165mm.

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
TW0020 Tweezers No 5..................................................... £2.99
TWEEZERS No 5A with narrow finely ground points which are
angled for delicate positioning, length 115mm.

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
TW0082 Tweezers with Fibre Grips................................... £3.50

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
TW005A Tweezers No 5A................................................... £2.99

SLIDE LOCK TWEEZERS stainless steel tweezers with lightly serrated jaws. The slide lock allows small objects to be held without
the need for constant finger pressure. When the slide lock is
released the tweezers can be used as a normal pair, length
160mm.

TWEEZERS No 6 with strong angled points ideal for the picking
and placing of small components, length 115mm.

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
TW0061 Slide Lock Tweezers............................................ £3.79
CODE
TYPE
PRICE
TW0006 Tweezers No 6..................................................... £3.79

SELF-GRIP TWEEZERS CURVED stainless steel self-closing
tweezers with fine curved points. The jaws are lightly serrated and
are ideal for general work, length 165mm.

TWEEZERS No 7 with narrow finely ground curved points for delicate handling and positioning, length 120mm.

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
TW0081 Self-grip Tweezers Curved.................................. £3.50

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
TW0060 Tweezers No 7..................................................... £2.79
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SELF-GRIP TWEEZERS POINTED stainless steel self-closing
tweezers with straight points. The jaws are lightly serrated and are
ideal for general work, length 165mm.

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
TW0083 Self-grip Tweezers Pointed.................................. £3.50
SELF-GRIP TWEEZERS high quality self-closing stainless steel
tweezers with heat resistant fibre grips. Ideal for soldering operations.

TWEEZER WITH MAGNIFIER fine point stainless steel tweezers
with a powerful magnifier. Ideal for assembly and inspection work.
The 26mm lens gives
x4 magnification,
tweezer length
is 75mm.
CODE
TYPE
PRICE
TWM010 Tweezer with Magnifier......................................... £3.79

XCELITE STAINLESS STEEL TWEEZERS

Curved 165mm.
Straight 170mm
CODE
TYPE
PRICE
TW0070 Self-grip Tweezer Curved.................................... £3.50
TW0080 Self-grip Tweezer Straight................................... £3.50
TWEEZER BASE a heavy metal base which is used for holding
self-grip tweezers allowing hands free work. The base is cast from
heavy metal, the tweezer is held in a clamp which has 2 ball joints
for universal positioning. Ideal for inspection work, glueing and
painting etc. Use with self-grip tweezers and slide lock tweezers.
Supplied WITHOUT Tweezers. Suggest use with:TW0061
TW0081
TW0083
TW0070
TW0080

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
TW9599 Tweezer Base Only.............................................. £4.99
INSULATED TWEEZERS stainless steel tweezers with lightly serrated jaws and insulated handles. Supplied as a set of 2, curved
and straight.

XCELITE CROSSLOCK TWEEZER No 412 high quality miniature
self-closing tweezers with strong sharp points. Manufactured in
the USA from high quality steel, nickel plated and polished.
Length 4½".
CODE
XHT412

TYPE
PRICE
Xcelite Tweezers No 412...................................... £5.55

XCELITE TWEEZER No 434 high quality general purpose miniature tweezers with strong sharp points. Manufactured in the USA
from high quality steel, nickel plated and polished. Length 4-3/4".
CODE
XHT434

TYPE
PRICE
Xcelite Tweezers No 434...................................... £4.79

XCELITE TWEEZER No 600 high quality general purpose tweezers with strong round points which are lightly serrated. Manufactured in the USA from high quality steel, nickel plated and polished. Length 6".
CODE
XHT600

TYPE
PRICE
Xcelite Tweezers No 600...................................... £5.89

XCELITE CROSSLOCK TWEEZER No 612 high quality self-closing tweezers with strong round points which are lightly serrated.
Manufactured in the USA from high quality steel, nickel plated and
polished. Length 6½".

Length 145mm.

CODE
XHT612

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
TWS091 Insulated Tweezer Set.......................................... £2.50

XCELITE TWEEZER No 678 high quality general purpose long
curved tweezers with strong round points. Manufactured in the
USA from high quality steel, nickel plated and polished. Length 63/4".

PLASTIC TWEEZERS small plastic tweezers with serrated points,
ideal for light handling and for safe handling of button cells. Length
130mm.

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
TWP510 Plastic Tweezers Single....................................... £0.39
TWP515 Plastic Tweezers Pack of 10................................ £3.49
NYLON FINE TIP TWEEZERS a fine tip tweezer fitted with nylon
tips, ideal for handling beads and pearls without damaging the
object. Stainless steel shank, length 160mm.

CODE
020-107

TYPE
PRICE
Nylon Fine Tip Tweezers 160mm......................... £4.79

CODE
XHT678

TYPE
PRICE
Xcelite Tweezers No 612...................................... £5.55

TYPE
PRICE
Xcelite Tweezers No 678...................................... £5.69

XCELITE TWEEZER No 700 high quality general purpose long
straight tweezers with strong sharp points. Manufactured in the
USA from high quality steel, nickel plated and polished. Length 7".
CODE
XHT700

TYPE
PRICE
Xcelite Tweezers No 700...................................... £5.55

POST FREE DELIVERY
ON ALL ORDERS WITHIN
THE UNITED KINGDOM
MINIMUM ORDER VALUE £15.00
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PRECISION STAINLESS STEEL TWEEZERS

SQUARE TIP ANTI-STATIC TWEEZERS with tips made from
Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) safe material with low friction, self
lubricating, excellent wear, abrasion resistance and good heat
capability. Handles made from antimagnetic stainless steel. Ideal
for handling sensitive components and devices. Length 120mm.

PRECISION TWEEZERS AA professional quality stainless steel
tweezers with finely ground points. Length 105mm.
CODE
TYPE
PRICE
TW93AA Precision Tweezers AA........................................ £6.50

CODE
020-305
020-671
020-665
020-176
020-163

PRECISION TWEEZERS SS professional quality stainless steel
tweezers with finely ground long narrow points. Anti-magnetic and
anti-acid. Length 140mm.
CODE
TYPE
PRICE
TW93SS Precision Tweezers SS........................................ £6.99

TYPE
PRICE
Precision Tweezers No 2...................................... £6.99
CODE
020-492

PRECISION TWEEZERS No 5 professional quality stainless steel
tweezers with very narrow, finely ground points. Anti-magnetic
and anti-acid. Length 115mm.
CODE
TW935

TYPE
PRICE
Precision Tweezers No 5...................................... £6.99

CODE
020-678
TYPE
PRICE
Precision Tweezers No 5A................................... £6.99

TYPE
PRICE
Precision Tweezers No 7...................................... £6.99

CODE
020-691

CONDUCTIVE TWEEZERS a set of 4 conductive twwezers, ideal
for handling sensitive components. Shapes included : Fine Point
for micorscopic parts, 2 x Round headed for 4mm & 8mm monolithic chips caps, Sharp bent for handling small parts. Length
110mm and 115mm.

CODE
020-075

TYPE
PRICE
ESD Antistatic Tweezer Curved Fine Tip............. £5.99

6 PIECE EPOXY COATED TWEEZERS a high quality set of
tweezers manufactured from epoxy-coated stainless steel. Specially designed for electronic and semi conductor industries for
safe handling of components. The set includes types 5, 3C, 7A,
00, 2A, SS0. Lengths range from 120mm - 135mm.

TYPE
PRICE
Conductive Tweezers Set of 4.............................. £4.99

POST FREE DELIVERY
ON ALL ORDERS WITHIN
THE UNITED KINGDOM
MINIMUM ORDER VALUE £15.00
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TYPE
PRICE
ESD Antistatic Tweezer R/Tip with Wire Pick-Up. £5.99

CURVED FINE TIP ANTI-STATIC TWEEZERS with 60° curved
tips made from Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) safe material with
low friction, self lubricating, excellent wear, abrasion resistance
and good heat capability. Handles made from antimagnetic stainless steel. Ideal for handling sensitive components and devices.
Length 128mm.

PRECISION TWEEZERS No 7 professional quality stainless steel
tweezers with very fine curved points. Anti-magnetic and anti-acid.
Length 115mm.
CODE
TW937

TYPE
PRICE
ESD Antistatic Tweezer Fine Tip.......................... £5.99

ROUNDED TIP ANTI-STATIC TWEEZERS with tips made from
Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) safe material with low friction, self
lubricating, excellent wear, abrasion resistance and good heat
capability. Handles made from antimagnetic stainless steel. Ideal
for handling sensitive components and devices. The rounded tips
feature a wire pick-up slot. Length 115mm.

PRECISION TWEEZERS No 5A professional quality stainless
steel tweezers with offset very narrow, finely ground points. Antimagnetic and anti-acid. Length 120mm.

CODE
TW5AP

PRICE
£5.99
£5.99
£5.99
£5.99
£5.99

FINE TIP ANTI-STATIC TWEEZERS with tips made from Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) safe material with low friction, self lubricating, excellent wear, abrasion resistance and good heat capability.
Handles made from antimagnetic stainless steel. Ideal for handling sensitive components and devices. Length 125mm.

PRECISION TWEEZERS No 2 professional quality stainless steel
tweezers with tapering finely ground points. Anti-magnetic and
anti-acid.
Length 120mm.
CODE
TW932

TYPE
ESD Antistatic Tweezer Square Tip 1.5mm.........
ESD Antistatic Tweezer Square Tip 2.0mm.........
ESD Antistatic Tweezer Square Tip 3.0mm.........
ESD Antistatic Tweezer Square Tip 5.0mm.........
ESD Antistatic Tweezer Rounded Tip 2.0mm......
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CODE
020-102

-

TYPE
PRICE
6 Piece Epoxy Coated Tweezer Set..................... £14.99
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RING HOLDING & SOLDERING TWEEZER specially designed
tweezers to hold rings from the inside for easy soldering. Manufactured from stainless steel, anti-acid and anti-magnetic. Length
150mm.

CODE
020-601

TYPE
PRICE
Ring Holding Tweezer 150mm............................. £3.50

MODEL PAL SUCTION PICK-UP TOOL an extremely useful
assembly tool. It has a bellows, a hollow shaft and 3 suction pads.
The tool works by gently squeezing the bellows just before the
suction tip is placed on the object to be lifted, a good vacuum is
created when the bellows are released, thus the item is held
securely whilst being picked up. Works best with non-porous
materials, these need not be flat as the suction caps will form a
seal over curved surfaces. Supplied with 3 suction tips;- 1/8", 1/4"
& 3/8" dia. Length overall 3½".

FORCEPS
MINIATURE LOCKING FORCEPS stainless steel forceps with a
quality box joint and lightly
serrated jaws, with a satin
finish. Available with
curved or straight jaws.
Length 92mm.

CODE
020-125
020-127

TYPE
PRICE
Mini Locking Forceps Straight 92mm................... £2.99
Mini Locking Forceps Curved 92mm.................... £2.99

LOCKING FORCEPS stainless steel forceps with a quality box
joint and lightly
serrated jaws.
Two types
available:Curved or
straight.
Length 6".
CODE
TYPE
PRICE
TW0110 Locking Forceps Curved 6".................................. £2.99
TW0120 Locking Forceps Straight 6"................................. £2.99
EXTRA LONG LOCKING FORCEPS stainless steel forceps with a
box joint and serrated jaws. Available with curved or straight jaws.
Length 250mm.

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
TW0520 Model Pal Suction Pick-up Tool........................... £8.99
HOBBY PAL SUCTION PICK-UP TOOL an extremely useful pen
style assembly tool. It works by depressing a button, which operates a bellows inside the body to create the vacuum. The Hobby
Pal is supplied with 4 suction tips which are fitted to body via a
straight or cranked pickup shaft. A good vacuum is created when
the button is released, thus the item is held securely whilst being
picked up. Works best with non-porous materials, the suction caps
will form a seal over curved surfaces. Supplied with 4 suction
tips;- 1/8", 1/4", 3/8" 1/2" dia. Length overall 6".

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
TW0540 Hobby Pal Suction Pick-up Tool.......................... £16.99
PEARL GRIP PICK-UP TOOL used for picking small components,
the 4 spring loaded fingers extend to 14mm dia. when the plunger
is pressed and close when released. All metal, length 115mm.

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
TW0100 Pearl Grip Pick-up Tool - 4 Prong........................ £3.99

CODE
020-493
020-494

TYPE
PRICE
Extra Long Locking Forceps Straight 250mm...... £5.99
Extra Long Locking Forceps Curved 250mm....... £5.99

PICK-UP TOOLS
PICK & PLACE PICK-UP TOOL a pen style tool used for picking
and placing small components. The tip has a dry tacky tip and is
available in 3 sizes, small, medium and large. If the tip looses
adhesion by catching dust or oil, simply roll on adhevise tape to
clean p. Plastic body with a dust cap, length 140mm.

CODE
020-131
020-132
020-133

TYPE
Pick & Place Pick-up Tool Fine............................
Pick & Place Pick-up Tool Medium......................
Pick & Place Pick-up Tool Large..........................

PRICE
£3.99
£3.99
£3.99

TELESCOPIC MAGNETIC PICK-UP TOOLS a range of miniature
pen style magnetic pick up tools which are only 130mm in length
when collapsed but extend to over 625mm. Each has a pocket
clip.

CODE
TW0106
TW0107
020-376

TYPE
PRICE
Magnetic Pick-up Tool 900gm.............................. £1.99
Magnetic Pick-up Tool 2.2kg................................ £2.50
Magnetic Pick-up Tool 3.6kg................................ £2.99

TELESCOPIC MAGNETIC PICK UP TOOLS magnet pick up tools
that extend up to 600mm. Two sizes og magnets allow lifting up to
5lb or 8lb in weight. Ideal for picking up nuts, bolts and screws
from inaccessible places. Pen style with pocket clip and chrome
finish.
CODE
020-539
020-537

TYPE
PRICE
Telescopic Magnetic Pick-up Tool 5lb.................. £2.99
Telescopic Magnetic Pick-up Tool 8lb.................. £3.99

E -m a il: sa les@squire s t ool s . c om - w w w. s q u i re s t ool s . c om
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TELESCOPIC MAGNETIC PICK-UP TOOL WITH RUBBER GRIP
a magnetic pick up tool featuring a strong magnet and rubber grip.
It is 125mm when collapsed and extends to 605mm. It will pick up
objects up to 2.2kg. Fitted with a pocket clip.

TELESCOPIC MAGNETIC PICK UP TOOL 16LB a strong magnet
pick up tool. Telescopic up to 625mm with a comfortable contoured grip. Ideal for hard to reach areas, can lift upto 16lb weight.

CODE
020-512
CODE
020-370

TYPE
PRICE
Magnetic Pick-up Tool with Rubber Grip 2.2kg.... £2.99

TYPE
PRICE
Telescopic Magnetic Pick-up Tool 16lb................ £4.99

DENTAL PROBES
DENTAL PROBE TYPE 2A a low cost double ended dental probe
suitable for wax and clay carving, cake decorating etc. Stainless
steel, nominal length 145mm.

MINI MAGNETIC PICK-UP TOOL a magnetic pick up tool which
features an internal magnet. The objects are picked up by the
magnet, when the internal slide is pulled past the plastic collar, the
objects will drop off. Ideal for recovering small magnetic parts and
placing them into a container.

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
CTDP2A Dental Probe Type 2A.......................................... £1.50
CODE
020-530

DENTAL PROBE TYPE 5 a low cost single ended dental probe
suitable for wax and clay carving, cake decorating etc. Stainless
steel, nominal length 140mm.

TYPE
PRICE
Mini Magnetic Pick-up Tool with Slide.................. £3.59

MAGNETIC PICK-UP TOOL a general purpose magnetic pick-up
tool with a powerful magnet. The stem is fully flexible and ideal for
reaching inaccessible places. Length 610mm.

CODE
10195

CODE
CTDP5

DENTAL PROBE TYPE 6 a low cost single ended dental probe
suitable for wax and clay carving, cake decorating etc. Stainless
steel, nominal length 140mm.

TYPE
PRICE
Magnetic Pick-up Tool 610mm............................ £3.99

CODE
CTDP6

FLEXIBLE MAGNETIC PICK UP TOOL an Expert Quality magnetic pick-up tool. The flexible shaft is chrome plated with a plastic
handle and a removable protective cap over the magnet. Length
overall 560mm.

CODE
52305

CODE
CTDP7

TYPE
PRICE
Draper Flexi Magnetic Pick-up Tool..................... £9.99

TYPE
PRICE
Draper H/Power Flexi Magnetic Pick-up Tool....... £14.99

CODE
060-810

TYPE
PRICE
Dental Probe Type 10........................................... £1.50

DENTAL PROBE TYPE 12 a low cost double ended dental probe
suitable for wax and clay carving, cake decorating etc. Stainless
steel, nominal length 150mm.

TYPE
PRICE
Magnetic Pick-up Tool with LED Light 3.6kg........ £4.50

T E L . 0 1 2 4 3 8 4 2424

TYPE
PRICE
Dental Probe Type 8............................................. £1.50

DENTAL PROBE TYPE 10 a low cost double ended dental probe
suitable for wax and clay carving, cake decorating etc. Stainless
steel, nominal length 155mm.

TELESCOPIC MAGNETIC PICK-UP TOOL WITH LED LIGHT a
magnetic pick up tool featuring a strong magnet and LED light. It
is 230mm when collapsed and extends to 700mm. It will pick up
objects up to 3.6kg. The LED light is operated by twisting the
magnetic end. Powered by 4 button cells (AG13) supplied.
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TYPE
PRICE
Dental Probe Type 7............................................. £1.50

DENTAL PROBE TYPE 8 a low cost single ended dental probe
suitable for wax and clay carving, cake decorating etc. Stainless
steel, nominal length 140mm.

CODE
CTDP8

CODE
020-379

TYPE
PRICE
Dental Probe Type 6............................................. £1.50

DENTAL PROBE TYPE 7 a low cost single ended dental probe
suitable for wax and clay carving, cake decorating etc. Stainless
steel, nominal length 140mm.

HIGH POWER FLEXIBLE MAGNETIC PICK UP TOOL an Expert
Quality magnetic pick-up tool. The flexible shaft is chrome plated
with a plastic handle. The strong magnet will lift approximately
1.5kg. Length 540mm.

CODE
66198

TYPE
PRICE
Dental Probe Type 5............................................. £1.50

CODE
060-812

-

TYPE
PRICE
Dental Probe Type 12........................................... £1.50

FA X . 01243 842525
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DENTAL PROBE TYPE 14 a low cost double ended dental probe
suitable for wax and clay carving, cake decorating etc. Stainless
steel, nominal length 160mm.

CODE
060-814

TYPE
PRICE
Dental Probe Type 20........................................... £1.50

DENTAL PROBE TYPE 22 a low cost double ended dental probe
suitable for wax and clay carving, cake decorating etc. Stainless
steel, nominal length 155mm.

CODE
060-822

TYPE
PRICE
Dental Probe Type 22........................................... £1.50

DENTAL PROBE TYPE 24 a low cost double ended dental probe
suitable for wax and clay carving, cake decorating etc. Stainless
steel, nominal length 155mm.

CODE
060-824

TYPE
PRICE
Wax Carver Type 2............................................... £1.99

WAX CARVER TYPE 3 a low cost double ended dental tool suitable for wax and clay carving, cake decorating etc. Stainless
steel, nominal length 150mm.

CODE
CTWC3

TYPE
PRICE
Wax Carver Type 3............................................... £1.99

WAX CARVER TYPE 5A a low cost double ended dental tool suitable for wax and clay carving, cake decorating etc. Stainless
steel, nominal length 155mm.

TYPE
PRICE
Dental Probe Type 18........................................... £1.50

DENTAL PROBE TYPE 20 a low cost double ended dental probe
suitable for wax and clay carving, cake decorating etc. Stainless
steel, nominal length 160mm.
CODE
060-820

CODE
CTWC2

TYPE
PRICE
Dental Probe Type 16........................................... £1.50

DENTAL PROBE TYPE 18 a low cost double ended dental probe
suitable for wax and clay carving, cake decorating etc. Stainless
steel, nominal length 155mm.

CODE
060-818

WAX CARVER TYPE 2 a low cost single ended dental tool suitable for wax and clay carving, cake decorating etc. Stainless
steel, nominal length 155mm.

TYPE
PRICE
Dental Probe Type 14........................................... £1.50

DENTAL PROBE TYPE 16 a low cost double ended dental probe
suitable for wax and clay carving, cake decorating etc. Stainless
steel, nominal length 150mm.

CODE
060-816

WAX CARVERS

TYPE
PRICE
Dental Probe Type 24........................................... £1.50

12 PIECE DENTAL PROBE SET a set of 12 double ended dental
tools. Stainless steel, nominal length 160mm.

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
CTWC5A Wax Carver Type 5A............................................ £1.99
WAX CARVER TYPE 7 a low cost double ended dental tool suitable for wax and clay carving, cake decorating etc. Stainless
steel, nominal length 160mm.

CODE
CTWC7

TYPE
PRICE
Wax Carver Type 7............................................... £1.99

WAX CARVER TYPE 9 a low cost double ended dental tool suitable for wax and clay carving, cake decorating etc. Stainless
steel, nominal length 160mm.

CODE
CTWC9

TYPE
PRICE
Wax Carver Type 9............................................... £1.99

WAX CARVER TYPE 11 a low cost double ended dental tool suitable for wax and clay carving, cake decorating etc. Stainless
steel, nominal length 160mm.

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
CTWC11 Wax Carver Type 11............................................. £1.99
WAX CARVER TYPE 13 a low cost double ended dental tool suitable for wax and clay carving, cake decorating etc. Stainless
steel, nominal length 160mm.

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
CTWC13 Wax Carver Type 13............................................. £1.99
WAX CARVER TYPE 14 a low cost double ended dental tool suitable for wax and clay carving, cake decorating etc. Stainless
steel, nominal length 170mm.

CODE
060-136

TYPE
PRICE
12 Stainless Steel Dental Probe Set.................... £9.99

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
CTWC14 Wax Carver Type 14............................................. £1.99
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WAX CARVER CHISEL SET

WAX CARVER TYPE 15 a low cost double ended dental tool suitable for wax and clay carving, cake decorating etc. Stainless
steel, nominal length 160mm.

WAX CARVER CHISEL SET a set of 6 stainless steel wax carvers
suitable for carving and shaping soft materials such as air clay,
clay, moulding plaster before fully cured,plasticine etc. The set
includes nominal sizes ranging from 3 - 8mm. Length 130mm.

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
CTWC15 Wax Carver Type 15............................................. £1.99
WAX CARVER TYPE 44 a low cost double ended dental tool suitable for wax and clay carving, cake decorating etc. Stainless
steel, nominal length 160mm.

CODE
060-844

TYPE
PRICE
Wax Carver Type 44............................................. £1.99
CODE
180-836

WAX CARVER TYPE 48 a low cost double ended dental tool suitable for wax and clay carving, cake decorating etc. Stainless
steel, nominal length 165mm.

TYPE
PRICE
Wax Carver Chisel Set of 6.................................. £6.99

LABORATORY TOOLS
CODE
060-848

LABORATORY SPATULA NUFFIELD STYLE a laboratory spatula, made of high quality mild polished steel. Small Spoon
end/Spatula end, length 140mm.

TYPE
PRICE
Wax Carver Type 48............................................. £1.99

WAX CARVER TYPE 50 a low cost double ended dental tool suitable for wax and clay carving, cake decorating etc. Stainless
steel, nominal length 160mm.

CODE
060-850

CODE
182-006

LABORATORY SPATULA/SPOON a laboratory spatula, made of
mild polished steel. Spoon end/Spatula end, length 200mm.

TYPE
PRICE
Wax Carver Type 50............................................. £1.99

WAX CARVER TYPE 56 a low cost double ended dental tool suitable for wax and clay carving, cake decorating etc. Stainless
steel, nominal length 165mm.

CODE
060-856

TYPE
PRICE
Laboratory Spatula Nuffield style 140mm............. £1.99

CODE
182-004

TYPE
PRICE
Laboratory Spatula/Spoon 200mm....................... £2.99

LABORATORY MICRO SPATULA a miniature stainless steel
Chattaway pattern spatula, one end flat, one end bent. Lightweight for micro chemical work. Blade width 7mm, length overall
125mm.

TYPE
PRICE
Wax Carver Type 56............................................. £1.99

12 PIECE WAX CARVER SET a set of 12 double ended dental
tools suitable for wax and clay carving, cake decorating etc. Stainless steel, nominal length 160mm. *Contents May Vary.*

CODE
182-008

TYPE
PRICE
Laboratory Micro Spatula 125mm........................ £2.50

SINGLE END LABORATORY SPATULA a stainless steel singleended spatula with a flat, bent blade. Overall length 130mm.
CODE
182-010

TYPE
PRICE
Laboratory Spatula Single End 130mm................ £2.99

DOUBLE END LABORATORY SPATULA a stainless steel Chattaway pattern spatula, flat end/bent end. Length overall 150mm.

CODE
182-012

TYPE
PRICE
Laboratory Spatula Double End 150mm.............. £4.99

LABORATORY SCOOP a stainless steel scoop for handling dry
laboratory chemicals. Blunt end for larger quantities, pointed end
for easier handling of small quantities. Ideal for filling test tubes,
flasks and bottles with narrow necks. Length overall 165mm.

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
CTWC35 12 Piece Wax Carver Set..................................... £12.99
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CODE
182-020

-

TYPE
PRICE
Laboratory Scoop 165mm.................................... £2.50

FA X . 01243 842525
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LABORATORY SPOON TROWEL/SPATULA a stainless steel
trowel pattern spatula ideal for larger quantities of powders. Double-ended, large end width 19mm, narrow end width 10mm.
Length overall 175mm.

CODE
182-022

TYPE
PRICE
Laboratory Spoon Trowel/Spatula 175mm........... £4.99

INSPECTION MIRRORS
INSPECTION MIRROR a general purpose glass inspection mirror
on a metal handle. The length of the handle is 140mm.

CODE
OP0150

TYPE
PRICE
Inspection Mirror Metal 140mm............................ £2.99

TELESCOPIC INSPECTION MIRROR an inspection mirror with a
32mm diameter glass mirror on a telescopic handle via 2 ball joints
to allow universal positioning. The telescopic handle extends from
180mm to 520mm fully extended. The handle also has a pocket
clip.

CODE
120-516

TYPE
PRICE
Telescopic inspection Mirror 32mm...................... £2.99

TELESCOPIC INSPECTION MIRROR a 2" mirror mounted on a
telescopic handle which extends from 8" to 14". The mirror is
attached to the handle with 2 ball joints for universal positioning of
the mirror.

CODE
OP0151

TYPE
PRICE
Telescopic Inspection Mirror................................. £3.99

FLEXIBLE SHAFT INSPECTION MIRROR a 55mm diameter
glass inspection mirror which is fixed to a fully flexible shaft. The
large diameter mirror gives good visibility in concealed areas. Plated finish with plastic grip. Shaft length 470mm.

CODE
11954

TYPE
PRICE
Flexible Shaft Inspection Mirror............................ £8.99

PIN VICES
HIGH QUALITY 4 WAY PIN VICE a high quality 4 way pin vice
with 2 reversible steel collets to give a choice of 4 size ranges:- 01.2mm, 1.3-2.4mm, 0.8-2.0mm, 1.8-2.9mm.

CODE
PV0015

TYPE
PRICE
High Quality 4 Way Pin Vice................................. £2.99

HIGH QUALITY SWIVEL HEAD PIN VICE a 4 way pin vice with
the same collet sizes as the above but with the advantage of a
swivel head making it more comfortable for repetitive work and
drilling applications.

CODE
PV0022

TYPE
PRICE
High Quality Swivel Head Pin Vice....................... £4.99

ENGLISH PATTERN PIN VICES a range of pin vices. The body is
hollow for holding long wires etc, and are ideal for holding miniature broaches, taps and drills. Available individually or as a set of
4. A range of Eclipse pin vices are also available individually and
in a set of 4.
Sizes
0 - 1.0mm
0.8 - 1.5mm
1.3 - 3.1mm
3.0 - 4.8mm
CODE
PVL026
PVL027
PVL028
PVL029
020-030
ECL121
ECL122
ECL123
ECL124
ECL120

TYPE
PRICE
H/Q English Pattern Pin Vice 0 - 1.0mm........... £2.79
H/Q English Pattern Pin Vice 0.8 - 1.5mm........... £2.89
H/Q English Pattern Pin Vice 1.3 - 3.1mm........... £2.99
H/Q English Pattern Pin Vice 3.0 - 4.8mm........... £3.15
High Quality Pin Vice Set (1 each of above)........ £10.99
Eclipse Pin Vice 0 - 1.0mm................................... £10.85
Eclipse Pin Vice 0.75 - 1.5mm.............................. £10.99
Eclipse Pin Vice 1.4 - 3.1mm................................ £11.79
Eclipse Pin Vice 3.1 - 5.0mm................................ £15.99
Eclipse Pin Vice Set (1 of each - Cap 0-5mm)..... £45.99

PIN VICE WITH 6 COLLETS suitable for holding pins, shafts, mini
drills, diamond burrs and other mini tools with small shanks. Used
for enlarging bead holes, reaming, carving, drilling, scribing and
many other craft applications. The spare collets are stored in the
aluminium body for easy storage. The collets are brass construction and include the following sizes: 0.8-1.0mm, 1.3-1.5mm, 1.82.0mm, 2.2-2.4mm, 2.8-3.0mm and 3.0-3.2mm

RECTANGULAR TELESCOPIC INSPECTION MIRROR an
inspection mirror which has a 50 x 100mm glass mirror on a telescopic handle via 2 ball joints. The telescopic handle extends from
350mm to 750mm fully extended. The handle has a non-slip grip.
CODE
020-860

CODE
120-512

TYPE
PRICE
Rectangular Telescopic Inspection Mirror............ £3.99

TYPE
PRICE
Pin Vice with 6 Collets 0-8mm - 3.2mm................ £8.99

POST FREE DELIVERY
ON ALL ORDERS WITHIN
THE UNITED KINGDOM
MINIMUM ORDER VALUE £15.00
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PIN SLIDE CHUCK

TOOL HOLDERS

PIN SLIDE CHUCK a high quality hand held chuck which is ideal
for holding small diameter shafts, pins and rod etc. The steel jaws
are operated by sliding the ring up or down the tapered length of
the jaw. The nickel plated brass handle is hollow, allowing longer
pieces to be held. Ideal for repetitive operations. Maximum jaw
capacity 1.5mm. Length overall 110mm.

UNIVERSAL TOOL HOLDER supplied with two collets for holding
a variety of small tools
including miniature taps,
reamers and broaches
etc. Shaped wooden
handle.
Capacity 0-3.0mm.

CODE
020-002

CODE
PV0039

TYPE
PRICE
Pin Slide Chuck 0 - 1.5mm................................... £5.99

TYPE
PRICE
Universal Tool Holder........................................... £4.99

REVOLVING TOOL HOLDER with a hardwood handle which
revolves on the steel shaft, ideal for holding miniature taps,
broaches etc. Capacity
up to 2.75mm.

ARCHIMEDEAN DRILLS
ARCHIMEDEAN DRILL a miniature spiral type hand drill which is
operated by pushing the centre piece up and down. Capacity up
to 1mm. Choice of two models, available with or without a return
spring.

CODE
PV0050

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
MHD030 High Quality Steel Archimedean Drill................... £4.99
MHD040 H/Q Steel Archimedean Drill with Return Spring.. £5.99

TYPE
PRICE
Revolving Tool Holder.......................................... £4.99

REVOLVING TOOL HOLDER WITH 5 COLLETS a high quality
tool holder with a tough plastic handle which revolves smoothly on
the steel shaft, ideal for
holding miniature taps,
broaches, shafts and can
also be used to hold drill
bits. The 5 steel collets
cover sizes 0-2.5mm.

BRASS ARCHIMEDEAN DRILL a small spiral type hand drill
which is operated by pushing the centre piece up and down. This
model is brass construction and is fitted with a return spring, it is
ideal for slightly larger drill bits. Capacity 0.8 - 1.3mm.

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
MHD024 Brass Arch Drill +Spring Capacity 0.8 - 1.3mm.... £3.99
ARCHIMEDEAN DRILL a small hand drill which is operated by
depressing the body of the drill, supplied with 2 collets giving a
capacity of 0-2mm. Length 7½".

CODE
PV0055

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
MHD050 Archimedean Hand Drill........................................ £4.99

TOOL HOLDER FOR SPINDLES a good quality shaped wooden
handle which is bored one end so as to be threaded onto a
tapered spindle, allowing small wheels and polishers etc to be
mounted onto larger polishing machines and grinders. Although
the primary use of this handle is for mounting onto a spindle the
handle also fits comfortably into the hand and can be used as a
tool holder to hold drills, taps, broaches etc. Maximum chuck
capacity 3.2mm. Length 90mm.

JEWELLERS BOW DRILL a useful tool from the jewellry trade.
The bow drill is operated by sliding the wood handle up and down
the centre shaft, the wood handle is connected to the shaft by a
cord, during operation the cord winds around the shaft which forms
the drive in reverse. The
shaft is fitted with a brass
wheel, this weights the
shaft to maintain
momentum.
The drill is supplied
with 2 collets, capacity
0 - 2.30mm.
Wheel diameter 55mm,
length overall 300mm.
Requires some assembly.

CODE
020-221
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CODE
100-989

TYPE
PRICE
Tool Holder for Spindles....................................... £4.99

HAND VICES
WING NUT HAND VICE WITH WOODEN HANDLE a high quality
miniature hand vice with a shaped wooden handle, ideal for holding small objects. The body is hollow making it useful for holding
long wires and thin gauge rod etc. The 12mm jaws are smooth
and open to 3.5mm. Length overall 150mm.

CODE
020-204

TYPE
PRICE
Jewellers Bow Drill 0 - 2.3mm.............................. £10.99

T E L . 0 1 2 4 3 8 4 2424

TYPE
PRICE
Revolving Tool Holder with 5 Collets.................... £5.99

-

TYPE
PRICE
HQ Wing Nut Hand Vice with Wooden Handle..... £5.99

FA X . 01243 842525

SQUIRES MODEL & CRAFT TOOLS
WING NUT HAND VICE an improved miniature hand vice, ideal
for holding small objects. The body is hollow making it useful for
holding long wires and thin gauge rod etc. Length 135mm.

CODE
PV0062

TYPE
PRICE
Wing Nut Hand Vice............................................. £5.99

HEAVY DUTY HAND VICE a large hand vice with a shaped wooden handle, ideal for holding larger objects. The sprung jaws are
adjusted by a large wingnut and have V grooves for holding small
shaped stock.
Jaw width 27mm,
opening 20mm.
Length overall
160mm.

CODE
PV0070

TYPE
PRICE
Heavy Duty Hand Vice......................................... £6.99

L/C HAND VICES a range of drop forged robust hand vices for the
secure holding of small parts while soldering, drilling and filing etc.
A large wingnut is used to adjust the sprung jaws which are serrated for a secure grip.
CODE Jaw W x Opening
020-021
47 x 28mm
020-056
52 x 30mm
020-564
77 x 35mm

CODE
020-021
020-056
020-564

PRECISION BRASS HAND VICE a high quality hand which is
ideal for hold small parts. The vice has brass jaws with a single
slide. The jaws are operated and tensioned by 2 screws, this
allows a very fine adjustment of the gripping pressure applied from
a light grip to a very firm grip for heavier jobs. The maximum jaw
opening is 15mm with a throat depth of 20mm. The section of the
jaw is 7mm square. The
moving jaw has 2 Vee
grooves for holding round
stock. The handle and
the screws are knurled
for easy gripping.
Length 130mm.
CODE
PV0534

PRECISION BRASS HAND VICE a high quality hand which is
ideal for hold small parts. The vice has brass jaws with twin slides
to ensure the jaws remain parallel during use. The jaw width is
38mm with a depth of 15mm and open to a maximum of 36mm.
The moving jaw has a vertical and horizontal vee groove for holding round stock. The handle is rotated to operate the vice and is
knurled for easy
gripping.The base of
the jaws are flat so
that the hand vice
can be rested on the
work surface.
Length 130mm.
CODE
PV0533

TYPE
L/C Hand Vice - Length 125mm...........................
L/C Hand Vice - Length 150mm...........................
L/C Hand Vice - Length 200mm...........................

PRICE
£4.99
£5.99
£8.99

HAND VICE a high quality hand vice for secure holding of small
parts while soldering, drilling and filing etc. A large wingnut is used
to adjust the sprung jaws which are lightly serrated for a secure
grip. Made in Germany.

CODE
PV0064

TYPE
PRICE
Hand Vice 100mm................................................ £19.99

POST FREE DELIVERY
ON ALL ORDERS WITHIN
THE UNITED KINGDOM
YOU MAY MIX YOUR ORDER
FROM ANY OF OUR CATALOGUES
MINIMUM ORDER VALUE £15.00

TYPE
PRICE
Precision Brass Hand Vice with Twin Slides........ £7.99

RING CLAMP WEDGE TYPE a wooden ring clamp with leather
lined jaws. One end is rounded with the other end flat. The wedge
can be inserted at either end of the tool and as the wedge is driven
into the jaw, the clamping pressure increases on the object held in
the other jaw. Ideal for rings, jewellry and other small components.
Maximum jaw
opening 10 15mm. Length
overall 155mm.
CODE
020-013

Jaw width 36mm
Opening 24mm
Length 100mm

TYPE
PRICE
Precision Brass Hand Vice................................... £7.99

TYPE
PRICE
Ring Clamp Wedge Type..................................... £4.69

RING CLAMP SIDE SCREW TYPE a wooden ring clamp with
leather lined jaws. The jaw end is flat, the clamp is operated by
tightening the wing nut. Ideal for rings, jewellry and other small
components.
Maximum jaw
opening 10 - 15mm.
Length overall
135mm.
CODE
020-062

TYPE
PRICE
Ring Clamp Side Screw Type............................... £4.50

RING CLAMP END SCREW TYPE a wooden ring clamp for
clamping inside the ring. The jaw end fits inside the ring, tightening the wing nut applies pressure, clamping the ring firmly. Ideal
for holding most
ring types. Length
overall 148mm.
CODE
020-064

TYPE
PRICE
Ring Clamp End Screw Type............................... £4.50
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UNIVERSAL WORK HOLDER originally designed as an
engraver's hand vice, it is ideal for holding small and irregular
shaped objects, the four
pegs can be positioned as
required to ensure a firm
hold. The inner surfaces of
the jaws are smooth
allowing it to be used as a
conventional hand vice.
The shaped wooden handle
can be removed and the
work head clamped in a
bench vice leaving both
hands free for working.
Spare pins are available
in packs of 4.
CODE
PV0080
PV0081

ADAPTOR CHUCK a high quality pin chuck used for holding
miniature drill bits in chucks of larger tools such as bench drills or
hand held tools. Supplied with 4 collets. Shank diameter 2.35mm.
Capacity 0-3/32".

CODE
PC0015

PIN CHUCK SET designed for adapting a larger drill chuck to hold
small drill bits in the range of 0 to 2.5mm diameter. Supplied with
3 interchangeable collets, all steel construction with oil blackened
finish. PC0020 has a 1/4"/6.3mm shaft, PC0029 has a 1/8"/
3.2mm shaft. The Eclipse set
has a 1/4"/6.3mm shaft.

TYPE
PRICE
Universal Work Holder.......................................... £9.99
4 Spare Pins for Universal Work Holder............... £0.99

CODE
PC0020
PC0029
ECL160

UNIVERSAL WORK HOLDER ON BENCH STAND using the
head from the Universal Work Holder and a heavy bench stand
produces this useful holding tool. Ideal for holding small and irregular shaped objects, the four pegs can be positioned as required to
ensure a firm hold. The
inner surfaces of the jaws
are smooth allowing it to be
used as a vice. The head
of the holder is fitted to the
base using ball joints
allowing easy positioning
of the work piece. Leaving
both hands free for working.
Spare pins are available
in packs of 4.
CODE
020-801
PV0081

CODE
PC0030

TYPE
PRICE
Universal Work Holder on Bench Stand............... £18.99
4 Spare Pins for Universal Work Holder............... £0.99

CODE
080-010
090-463

HEAVY DUTY HELPING HANDS WITH GLASS MAGNIFIER a
variation of the popular Helping Hands with an extra large glass
lens. The 90mm glass lens gives clear undistorted magnification
of x2½. The magnifier is mounted to the cross bar using ball joints
allowing universal positioning of the lens. The crocodile clip
"hands" are mounted on a
cross bar which is mounted
on a ball joint. The height
of the lens and the "hands"
can be raised or lowered
on the column. Ideal for
soldering, assembling,
painting etc.

TYPE
PRICE
Mini Chuck 0 - 0.9mm........................................... £3.99

TYPE
PRICE
Micro Chuck with Hexagon Drive 0 - 0.85mm...... £3.99

**Special Offer**
Was £5.99 Now £4.99*

POST FREE DELIVERY
ON ALL ORDERS WITHIN
THE UNITED KINGDOM
MINIMUM ORDER VALUE £15.00
T E L . 0 1 2 4 3 8 4 2424

TYPE
PRICE
L/C 1/4" Hexagon Drive Keyless Chuck............... £3.99
CK 1/4" Hexagon Drive Keyless Chuck................ £6.99

HELPING HANDS

MICRO CHUCK WITH HEXAGON DRIVE a high quality miniature
chuck with hexagon drive, used for holding miniature drill bits in
low speed cordless screwdrivers etc. Capacity 0 - 0.85mm, chuck
diameter 8.8mm. Length
overall 47mm.

34

TYPE
PRICE
3 Jaw Pin Chuck................................................... £6.99

1/4" HEXAGON DRIVE KEYLESS CHUCKS keyless chucks for
use with low speed cordless drills. Used to convert 1/4" hexagon
drive powered screwdrivers
into a drill. Ideal for drilling
pilot holes etc.

MINI CHUCK an improved quality miniature chuck for holding
miniature drill bits in the chucks of larger tools such as bench drills
or hand held tools. Capacity 0 - 0.9mm, chuck diameter 8.8mm,
shaft diameter 3mm. Length overall 36mm.

CODE
090-831

TYPE
PRICE
Pin Chuck Set 1/4"/6.3mm Shaft.......................... £5.99
Pin Chuck Set 1/8"/3.2mm Shaft.......................... £5.99
Eclipse Pin Chuck Set 0.25-2.5mm...................... £26.29

THREE JAW PIN CHUCK a 3 jaw automatic pin chuck which will
enable twist drills of 0.6-3.2mm diameter to be held in the chuck of
a larger drilling machine. All steel construction with a blackened
finish. A tommy bar is
also supplied. Shaft
diameter 6.5mm.

PIN CHUCKS

CODE
090-832

TYPE
PRICE
Adaptor Chuck...................................................... £4.99

CODE
020-861

-

TYPE
PRICE
Heavy Duty Helping Hands + Glass Magnifier..... £4.99

FA X . 01243 842525

SQUIRES MODEL & CRAFT TOOLS
BUDGET BENCH VICES
MINIATURE BABY BENCH VICE a well finished cast steel miniature bench vice with 25mm jaws
opening to 25mm. The vice has
two fixing holes which allow it to
be screwed securely to a bench
or work station. Ideal for small
workpieces requiring to be held
firmly.
CODE
020-800

TYPE
PRICE
Mini Baby Bench Vice 25mm Jaws...................... £2.99

CLAMP-ON BABY VICES well finished miniature clamp-on vices.
A clamp is used to fix the vice to
the bench or work station making
it an ideal addition to a tool box
for "on site" and field work. Two
sizes are offered, the Mini Baby
Vice has 25mm jaws opening to
25mm. The Baby Vice has 50mm
jaws opening to 30mm, table
clamp capacity 25mm.
CODE
020-900
020-100

TYPE
PRICE
Mini Baby Clamp-On Vice 25mm Jaws................ £3.99
Baby Clamp-On Vice 50mm Jaws........................ £5.99

BABY SWIVEL BASE BENCH VICE a well finished vice made
from cast iron with steel spindle
and tommy bar. Ideal for model
makers and small jobs.
Approx size: 50mm/2".

CODE
020-320

TYPE
PRICE
Baby Swivel Bench Vice 50mm............................ £7.99

REVOLVING BABY BENCH VICE a well finished vice made with
a cast iron body with hardened
jaws. Steel spindle and tommy
bar. Ideal for model makers
and small jobs.
Approx size: 50mm/2".

CODE
020-400

TYPE
PRICE
Revolving Baby Bench Vice................................. £7.99

IF THERE ARE OTHER PRODUCTS
THAT YOU WOULD LIKE US
TO STOCK, PLEASE FEEL
FREE TO LET US KNOW.

REVOLVING UTILITY BENCH VICE a good quality vice with cast
iron body with baked enamel finish and hardened steel jaws. The
top can be revolved
and locked in any
position. Pre-drilled
holes allow the vice to
be bench mounted.
Approx size: 90mm.

CODE
020-000

TYPE
PRICE
Rvolving Utility Baby Bench Vice 90mm............... £19.99

VICES
HIGH QUALITY BENCH VICE a well finished cast steel miniature
bench vice with 40mm jaws opening to 25mm. The vice has two
fixing holes which allow it
to be screwed securely
to a bench or work station.
Ideal for small work-pieces
requiring to be held firmly.

CODE
020-502

TYPE
PRICE
High Quality Miniature Bench Vice....................... £7.99

50MM SWIVEL BENCH VICE a well finished cast steel vice which
bolts to the bench or work station and will swivel through 360° and
can be locked at any point. The vice has 3 fixing holes in the base
for mounting. The vice jaws
are ground smooth. The
50mm jaws open to
maximum of 25mm. Ideal
for small workpieces
requiring to be held firmly.

CODE
020-515

TYPE
PRICE
Swivel Bench Vice 50mm..................................... £9.99

HIGH QUALITY CLAMP-ON VICE a well finished clamp-on vice
which also features a swivel base allowing the vice head to turn
through 360°. A clamp
is used to fix the vice
to the bench or work
station making it an
ideal addition to a tool
box for "on site" and
field work. The jaws
are 45mm and open to
35mm, the table clamp
capacity is 35mm.

CODE
020-503

TYPE
PRICE
High Quality Clamp-on Swivel Vice...................... £12.99

FREE PARKING FOR 2 HOURS
OUTSIDE OUR SHOP
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S/L SWIVEL TABLE VICE 50mm a swivel table vice with a base
that turns 360°. It has a cast
iron frame with anvil and
plated steel screws.
Jaws open to 65mm.
Tablwe clamp capacity
approx 50mm.

CODE
020-607

MULTI-ANGLE VICE a high quality multi-angle clamp-on table
vice, ideal for hobby and craft applications. The vice may be swivelled through 360° and by use of a ball joint, tilts in any direction to
about 45°, for added convenience there is cut away in the ball
socket which allows the
vice to tilt to 90° and then
be rotated in that position
through 360°, for this
function the vice needs
to be placed at the end
of a table or bench. The
vice has a clamp to lock
it in the chosen position.
The rear jaw has V grooves
for holding small cylindrical
or irregular shaped stock.
The jaws have removable
soft rubber covers for
protecting delicate objects.
The vice is secured firmly to
the bench by a 50mm
capacity clamp.
3" jaws opening 2¼".

TYPE
PRICE
S/L Swivel Table Vice 50mm................................ £14.99

DRAPER BENCH VICE 75mm a cast iron bench vice with 75mm
ground jaws and a lacquered finish. The jaws open to a maximum
o f50mm and also feature serrated curved jaws for pipe work. The
bench clamping screw
has a 40mm capacity.
Manufactured from zinc
plated carbon steel.

CODE
020-017

CODE
38267

PLASTIC VACUUM SWIVEL VICE a plastic table vice with 70mm
jaws ideal for hobby and craft
applications. The vice may
be swivelled through 360°
and tilts in any direction for
added convenience. The
jaws have V grooves for
holding cylindrical and
irregular shaped stock
and removable soft rubber
covers for protecting
delicate objects. A
strong vacuum base
secures the vice firmly
to a non-porous surface.
60 jaws opening 60mm.

TYPE
PRICE
Draper Bench Vice 75mm.................................... £23.99

RECORD V75 CLAMP-ON BENCH VICE a good quality clamp-on
bench vice with twin slides. The vice is manufactured in Sheffield
from grey cast iron. The twin
slides ensure smooth running
and that the jaws remain
parallel while in use. The
vice also has a pipe grip and
a flat which although not
machined can be used as
an anvil. The 75mm jaws
open to 50mm, the bench
clamp has a capacity of
44mm. The jaws are not
machined, fibre grip soft jaw
covers are available.
CODE
VC75B
FG3

CODE
020-287

TYPE
PRICE
Record 75mm Clamp-on Bench Vice................... £25.99
Record Fibre Grip Jaw Covers 3"......................... £10.99

FREE PARKING FOR 2 HOURS
OUTSIDE OUR SHOP
T E L . 0 1 2 4 3 8 4 2424

TYPE
PRICE
Plastic Vacuum Swivel Vice 60mm...................... £14.99

DRAPER VACUUM SWIVEL VICE a good quality table vice with
70mm jaws which is ideal for hobby and craft applications. The
vice may be swivelled through 360° and tilts in any direction for
added convenience.
The jaws have V
grooves for holding
cylindrical and
irregular shaped
stock and
removable soft
rubber covers for
protecting delicate
objects. A strong
vacuum base secures
the vice firmly to a
non-porous surface.
60mm jaws opening
60mm.

IF THERE ARE OTHER PRODUCTS
THAT YOU WOULD LIKE US
TO STOCK, PLEASE FEEL
FREE TO LET US KNOW.
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TYPE
PRICE
S/L Multi-Angle Swivel Vice.................................. £19.99

CODE
020-290

-

TYPE
PRICE
Draper Vacuum Swivel Vice................................. £34.99

FA X . 01243 842525

SQUIRES MODEL & CRAFT TOOLS
100MM SOFT JAWS FOR ENGINEERS VICES expert quality
soft jaws made from aluminium with heavy duty soft rubber face to
prevent marking. Supplied complete with heavy duty magnets
which stick to the
face of the vice jaws.

CODE
14178

TYPE
PRICE
Mini Case Holder Vice.......................................... £7.99

WATCHMAKERS MINIATURE CASE HOLDER VICE a miniature
vice designed for holding watch
cases and similar circular items.
The aluminium jaws have special
recessed slots for holding watch
cases and similar round objects
such as model locomotive wheels.
The jaws have twin slide rods
to ensure smooth operation and
that the jaws remain square.

CODE
020-500

MINI DRILL VICE a miniature diecast metal drill vice with 45mm
jaws opening to 50mm for use with the Minicraft Drill Stand. The
slots in the vice match the slots in the drill stand. Fixing centre
60mm.

TYPE
PRICE
100mm Soft Jaws For Engineers Vices................ £4.99

MINIATURE CASE HOLDER VICE a miniature vice designed for
holding watch cases and similar circular items. The aluminium
jaws are square and parallel and have twin slide rods to ensure
smooth operation and that the jaws remain square. The base is
flat and will sit on a bench. The vice can be held in the jaws of a
bench vice or held by hand if required. It is supplied with 4 pins
which can be adjusted for position or removed allowing the jaws to
be used as a miniature vice.
Maximum opening of jaws
30mm. Jaw length 45mm.

CODE
020-531

DRILL PRESS VICES

CODE
MB715

TYPE
PRICE
Mini Drill Stand Vice............................................. £10.99

QUICK RELEASE DRILL PRESS VICE manufactured from cast
aluminium with hardened jaws. It features quick action release at
rear of vice allows jaws to be opened quickly. The 70mm jaws
open to 67mm.

CODE
43090

TYPE
PRICE
Quick Action Drill Press Vice................................ £12.99

UNIVERSAL DRILL VICE an aluminium universal drill vice with
100mm jaws that are 40mm deep with a maximum opening
100mm. The jaws have removable rubber covers, the jaws have
two V grooves for holding round stock. A quick release is featured
and the moving jaw has 2 slides for accurate operation. A table
clamp which will clamp to the edge of a table or bench is also
included, this allows the vice to be used as a general holding tool
also. The vice has fixing slots 110mm long, fixing centres 125mm.

TYPE
PRICE
Watchmakers Case Vice...................................... £7.99

GRIPPER VICE
GRIPPER VICE a versatile variation of the Universal Work Holder,
the gripper vice is larger and is clamped to a table or work bench.
The gripper vice is supplied with 4 pins which can be positioned in
any of the holes in the top of
the jaws so as to hold different
shapes effectively. With the
pins removed the jaws which
open to a maximum of 65mm
can be used for clamping. The
jaws are 108mm wide and
manufactured from tough nylon.
Supplied with 2 table clamps
which will clamp on to a table
up to 42mm thick.

CODE
CL7387

TYPE
PRICE
Gripper Vice.......................................................... £27.99

CODE
090-022

TYPE
PRICE
Universal Drill Vice............................................... £14.99

HIGH QUALITY DRILL PRESS VICE a range of cast iron drill
press vices with twin slide guides. The jaws are are hardened
steel and have horizontal grooves for holding round stock. 2 sizes
are available, the smaller type has 75mm jaws with fixing centres
of 110mm. The larger type has 100mm jaws with fixing centres of
125mm.

CODE
090-075
090-101

TYPE
PRICE
High Quality Drill Press Vice 75mm...................... £39.99
High Quality Drill Press Vice 100mm.................... £49.99
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RING SIZES

100MM 3 WAY DRILL PRESS VICE an Expert Quality drill vice
with three accurately ground mounting surfaces for drilling holes at
90° using the vice flat
as a conventional drill
vice, it can also be
used on its end and
on one side. The
vice has precision
ground jaws.

CODE
64585

RING SIZES sets of metal rings sizes which are supplied on a
keeper band. The sizes are nickel plated for corrosion protection.
2 sets are available featuring either International 4 size ranges, or
a UK sizes full set including 1/2 sizes A - Z +6.

TYPE
PRICE
Draper 3 Way Drill Vice........................................ £69.99

90° MULTICLAMP VICE a high quality tool that can be used a
vice, drill vice and a corner clamp. The clamping shoe swivels,
which allows workpiece of
different thickness and or
different sections to be held.
The cast alloy body has
slots for fixing if requires.
Jaw depth 35mm,
maximum opening 70mm.

CODE
020-080

CODE
040-910
040-908

TYPE
PRICE
Ring Sizes - UK Sizes A - Z + 6 Inc 1/2 Sizes...... £18.99
Ring Sizes - International 4 Size Ranges............. £7.99

WIDE BAND RING SIZES a set of wide band metal wedding ring
sizes which are supplied on a keeper band. The sizes chrome
plated. UK sizes H - Z + 6 full sizes only.

TYPE
PRICE
90° Multiclamp Vice.............................................. £22.99

RING STICKS
RING STICK TYPE 1 an international ring stick. The body and
handle is aluminium with a satin finish. The stick includes 4 size
ranges:- CH 1 - 36, Euro 41 - 76, USA/Canada 1 - 15 int and 13 24mm.

CODE
040-912

TYPE
PRICE
Wide Band Ring Sizes - UK Sizes H - Z + 6......... £17.99

CODE
040-900

BRACELET GAUGES nickel plated gauges to measure either
metric or inch circumferences of wrists for bracelets or bangles.

BRACELET GAUGES

TYPE
PRICE
Ring Stick Type 1 - 4 Size Ranges....................... £11.99

RING STICK TYPE 2 an international ring stick. The body is aluminium with a satin finish with a wooden handle. The stick
includes 4 size ranges:- CH 1 - 36, Euro 41 - 76, USA/Canada 1 15 int. and 13 - 24mm.

CODE
040-902

CODE
040-914
040-916

TYPE
PRICE
Ring Stick Type 2 Wood Handle 4 Size Ranges.. £12.49

DIAMOND GAUGE

RING STICK TYPE 3 a UK size ring stick. The body is aluminium
with a satin finish with a wooden handle. The stick shows UK
sizes A - Z +6.

CODE
040-904

TYPE
PRICE
Bracelet Gauge Metric.......................................... £9.89
Bracelet Gauge Inch............................................. £9.89

DIAMOND GAUGE used for estimating the size of any loose stone
or diamond, and also suitable for measuring other items. Manufactured from stainless steel with a satin finish. 0 - 10mm, graduations of 1/10th mm.

TYPE
PRICE
Ring Stick Type 3 Wood Handle - UK Sizes......... £12.49

RING STICK TYPE 4 a UK size ring stick. The body is aluminium
with a satin finish with a wooden handle. The body is grooved with
easy to read markings showing UK sizes A - Z +6.

CODE
040-906
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CODE
040-152

TYPE
PRICE
Ring Stick Type 4 Wood Handle - UK Sizes......... £12.49
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TYPE
PRICE
Diamond Gauge 0 - 10mm................................... £8.29
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SQUIRES MODEL & CRAFT TOOLS
RING CUTTER & RING HOLDING TOOLS
EMERGENCY RING CUTTER a precision rotary cutter for quick
and easy cutting of
tightened ring. It has a
specially designed lever
and knurled straight
handle. Made of
stainless steel.

CODE
020-215

TYPE
PRICE
Emergency Ring Cutter........................................ £11.99

RING HOLDING & SOLDERING TWEEZER specially designed
tweezers to hold rings from the inside for easy soldering. Manufactured from stainless steel, anti-acid and anti-magnetic. Length
150mm.

CODE
020-601

CODE
020-200

TYPE
PRICE
Watch Spring Bar Assortment.............................. £6.99

WATCH BRACELET LINK REMOVING PLIERS a set of pliers for
removing and replacing the pins of a watch bracelet. Satin finish
with wooden and
rubber coated handle.
Includes 1mm and
0.8mm pins.

TYPE
PRICE
Ring Holding Tweezer 150mm............................. £3.50

RING HOLDING PLIERS a pair of stainless steel ring holding pliers ideal for holding rings while polishing and repairing them. With
PVC grips for ease of use they are perfect for jewellers and
crafters. Box joint construction maintains alignment of jaws, even
under stress.

CODE
030-310

WATCH SPRING ASSORTMENT an assortment of single shoulder spring bars for ultra thin clasps. Includes 5 of the most popular
sizes, short tips 8 - 19mm
with 1mm diameter.
Supplied in a plastic
assorter case.

CODE
020-201

TYPE
PRICE
Watch Bracelet Link Removing Pliers.................. £24.99

WATCH CASE OPENER an all metal construction watch case
opener which adjusts easily to open most screw back type watch
cases. It has a knurled handle for a firm grip, an adjustable thumb
wheel to ensure an accurate fit. Supplied with 4 sets of shaped
pins. Length overall 142mm.

TYPE
PRICE
Ring Holding Pliers............................................... £12.99

BEADING TOOL SET
BEADING TOOL SET (GRAINERS) normally a jewellers tool used
for setting stones, they have also found favour as a modelling tool
particularly in military
modelling, for punching
small diameter rivets from
thin aluminium and brass.
The set of 23 grainers
are supplied with a hardwood handle, all contained
in a storage box/dispenser.
Sizes 0.25mm to 1.35mm
in 0.05mm increments.
(No’s 1 to 22).
CODE
203723

TYPE
PRICE
Beading Tool Set (Grainers)................................. £19.99

CODE
020-196

TYPE
PRICE
Watch case Opener.............................................. £6.99

2 PIECE WATCH CASE OPENER SET a 2 piece set containing a
double edged knife with a cushion grip for opening press-on type
watch cases and an adjustable screw type opener with angled pins
for a better grip.
Can be used for
watch case sizes
6 - 50mm.

CODE
020-199

TYPE
PRICE
2 Piece Watch Case Opener set.......................... £6.99

WATCH SPRING BAR TOOL an all metal spring bar tool for
removing and re-fitting leather watchstraps. Hardened steel tips
with measuring scales in metric and inches. Can be use on any
type of watch, also for fitting buckles and clasps. Length overall
148mm.

ADJUSTABLE WATCH CASE HOLDER a simple to use holder
for casements, movements and similar objects. The self adjusting
holder is of steel and
aluminium construction
with nylon pins. Spring
loaded which
extended to 36mm.

CODE
020-891

CODE
020-147

WATCH MAKERS TOOLS

TYPE
PRICE
Watch Spring Bar Tool......................................... £3.79

TYPE
PRICE
Adjustable Watch Case Holder............................. £6.49
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MINIATURE CASE HOLDER VICE a miniature vice designed for
holding watch cases and similar circular items. The aluminium
jaws are square and parallel and have twin slide rods to ensure
smooth operation and that the jaws remain square. The base is
flat and will sit on a bench. The
vice can be held in the jaws
of a bench vice or held by hand
if required. It is supplied with 4
pins which can be adjusted for
position or removed allowing the
jaws to be used as a miniature
vice. Maximum opening of jaws
30mm. Jaw length 45mm.
CODE
020-531

HEAVY DUTY HELPING HANDS WITH GLASS MAGNIFIER a
variation of the popular Helping Hands with an extra large glass
lens. The 90mm glass lens gives clear undistorted magnification
of x2½. The magnifier is mounted to the cross bar using ball joints
allowing universal positioning of the lens. The crocodile clip
"hands" are mounted on a
cross bar which is mounted
on a ball joint. The height
of the lens and the "hands"
can be raised or lowered
on the column. Ideal for
soldering, assembling,
painting etc.

TYPE
PRICE
Mini Case Holder Vice.......................................... £7.99

**Special Offer**
Was £5.99 Now £4.99*

WATCHMAKERS MINIATURE CASE HOLDER VICE a miniature
vice designed for holding watch cases and similar circular items.
The aluminium jaws have special
recessed slots for holding watch
cases and similar round objects
such as model locomotive wheels.
The jaws have twin slide rods
to ensure smooth operation and
that the jaws remain square.

CODE
020-500

CODE
020-861

TYPE
PRICE
Heavy Duty Helping Hands + Glass Magnifier..... £4.99

HELPING HANDS WITH LEDs AND IRON STAND a useful aid
for soldering small items. A combination of a soldering iron stand
and a helping hands. The magnifier has 2 LEDs for illuminating
the workpiece. The heavy base keeps it stable, the main lens is
65mm dia with x3 magnification, the 17mm inset lens is x12 nagnification.

TYPE
PRICE
Watchmakers Case Vice...................................... £7.99

BEAD CRIMPING PLIERS
BEAD CRIMPING PLIERS specially designed pliers used for bead
crimping. The ground jaws are specially ground to have 2 crimp
positions, one to make the crimp and one to round off and smooth
the crimp. The micro crimper which also has two crimp positions is
used for finer
wires. Comfortable sprung
handles for
ease of use.
Length 130mm.

CODE
030-585
030-586

CODE
020-077

MINI TABLE LAMP MAGNIFIER
MINI TABLE LAMP FLUORESCENT MAGNIFIER a free standing
mini magnifying table lamp with a 12 watt circular daylight tube,
giving even light distribution and virtually no heat being emitted.
The lamp features a 4" diameter glass lens providing x1.75 magnification and a x4 magnification close-up lens. The magnifying
head is mounted to
allow positioning as
required. The lamp
has a cover and a
clear diffuser which
gives protection to the
tube. Spare tubes
are available. Ideal
for craft and hobby
work, needlework,
embroidery and
inspection etc.

TYPE
PRICE
Bead Crimping Plier.............................................. £14.99
Micro Crimping Plier............................................. £14.99

SQUIRES GIFT VOUCHERS
Supplied with a quality card
redeemable at any of our exhibition
stands, by mail order or at our shop.
GV5 - Gift Voucher Value £5.00
GV10 - Gift Voucher Value £10.00
GV20 - Gift Voucher Value £20.00
40
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TYPE
PRICE
Helping Hands with 2 LEDs and Iron Stand......... £8.99

CODE
120-093
120-094

-

TYPE
PRICE
Mini Table Lamp Fluorescent Magnifier............... £29.99
Spare Tube for 120-091/120-093 Magnifier......... £6.50

FA X . 01243 842525

